Our dedicated customer service

Byways Group is a global company committed to supplying the highest quality labelling, ticketing and point of sale products required by retailers and manufacturers worldwide. Our business has grown over the years in line with customer needs. We operate from a Head Office based in the UK and other strategically placed offices throughout the world. We have diligent, customer-focused employees in all our offices. Byways Group has production locations and dedicated customer service teams in the UK, together with international branches providing worldwide distribution. With a wide range of products to choose from and an even larger selection of finishing techniques, our talented teams will endeavour to create the perfect product for you. Working with such a broad spectrum of customers has enabled us to become a very versatile company. We provide flexible ordering and stock management systems to compliment your business. Our online ordering facility is tailored for each customer. As well as processing orders you can utilise this essential tool as an order tracking system. We always strive to ‘get it right first time’. Byways Group, the premier choice for building your brand vision through first class service.
Our extensive design service

At Byways our clients are invited to benefit from our design service so that we can be closely involved from brand conception to the finished solution. Our dedicated design team are all experienced branding designers with eclectic creative backgrounds. **Years of experience in labelling and graphic design, means we can produce innovative packaging which perfectly compliments the presentation of your product.** The unique personalised service we offer, encompasses all aspects of garment and product packaging design. **In the design studio we can produce digital manuals of your products with detailed label method of attachment guides for suppliers to use, eliminating label layout and positioning errors.** The Byways studio is Apple Mac based and equipped with the latest creative design software. We can offer advice and problem solving. **When we are not immersed in creating your visuals, we are busily producing trend insights and researching future seasons colour palettes.** Byways studio truly have a ‘finger on the pulse’ of what is happening in design and the fashion industry. The studio team are always delighted to display your label samples on presentation boards and more than willing to mock up your packaging concepts. **Come in and see us anytime!**
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Our printed and woven label solutions

Printed Labels, Barcode Labels, Care and Composition Labels. Whether used as a main brand carrier, or for general size and fabric care information, printed labels are a cost-effective and versatile option. Care and composition labels make up a large volume of our business. The data required on these labels needs to comply with the latest regulations from Trading Standards. As such our compliance team will advise you every step of the way. We can supply multilingual labels on rolls or cut form - either single-sided, twin printed or as multi page booklet folded labels.

Woven Labels and Accessories. We offer a wide range of different qualities and techniques for the manufacture of woven labels, badges and zip pulls. A huge variety of materials and colours allow for the development of woven labels capable of meeting the requirements of the most demanding brands. Our staff ensure they are kept up to date with the latest innovations and high street trends, thus enabling the best fit for your needs. The most popular qualities are: Taffeta · Satin · Reverse Satin · High Definition. Other qualities that are available include tubular, embossed and debossed, laser cut, denim, cotton and reflective finish. Byways Group are happy to provide samples and advise suitability.
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Our RFID solutions

What is RFID and how can it help the fashion retail industry? Short for radio frequency identification, RFID is a technology similar in theory to barcode identification, but is the next major advancement in technology, allowing each individual item to be uniquely identified electronically, making re-stocking far more accurate using precise data rather than assumptions. In turn this puts the correct stock in the correct place at the correct time, enabling you, the retailer, to sell more and increase your profits. A Byways Group RFID system is a ‘must have’ technology for the fashion retail industry, we can provide the complete package. It’s a Fact... one of the key differences between RFID and barcode technology is RFID eliminates the need for line-of-sight reading that barcoding depends on. Also, RFID scanning can be done at greater distances than barcode scanning. RFID technology has reduced in price significantly in recent years and is seeing greater take-up by brands and retailers; Byways has relationships with several hardware and software suppliers to offer a tailored solution for a retailer’s specific requirements. Your stock accuracy will rise considerably. Now is the right time to invest in Byways Group RFID enabled systems.
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Our printing service

In addition to countless designs and materials used for swing tick-
ets, we also print associated packaging and display products
including button bags, printed size adhesives, attachment tags,
security and attachment seals, over riders, pocket plasters and
die-cut packaging. We provide our customers with significant pro-
duction and carriage cost savings using our local, but globally
managed, print production and stock service. Various print meth-
ods include lithographic spot colour, thermal variable data,
CMYK process and digital print. We specialise in printed
PPE bags for hanging display of multiple garments, which
can be supplied with various fastening options. In addition to this,
card inserts give you the ability to display the garment in a
transparent bag with an informative and colourful board insert.
The use of variable data printing eradicates the need for large
stocks of different product lines. Unprinted base material is the
only stock that is needed. It is then overprinted with text,
graphic or barcode information. As the data is variable, each order
can be customised to suit the specific product. The ability to print
variable text also reduces the requirement for secondary ticket-
ing, therefore keeping base stock costs to a minimum.
Stand out from the crowd
It’s what we do

Individuality should be celebrated. Here at Byways Group we recognise the importance of allowing your brand message to shine through in your marketing media. A strong brand image is essential to stand out from your competitors. **At Byways Group we can produce a wide range of products to cover all aspects of brand identity.**

Global Branding & Design Solutions · Apparel Packaging · Branded & Printed Care Labels · Branding & Design Concepts · Digital Printing Solutions · **RFID Systems & Consumables** · Garment Covers · Heat Transfer Labelling · Leather, PVC, PPU & PPE Products · Litho Printing Solutions · **Online Ordering Solutions** · Recycled Products · Seals & Toggles · Self Adhesive Labels · Silk Screen Printed Labelling · Swing Tickets & Over Riders · Tissue Paper · **Variable Data & Barcoded Products** · Woven Labelling · Woven & Printed Badges · Zip Pulls · Point of Sale · PDF Supplier Manuals · Artwork Development · Care Labelling Set Up & Advice · Ribbon Attachers

From our **global production locations in the UK · Hong Kong · Turkey · India · Bangladesh** · Design · Manufacture · Deliver Byways Group have been providing retail solutions to the apparel industry for over 50 years. **Byways Group, the premier choice for building your brand vision through first class service.**